
Imagine your hope
is a precious object… 



You are welcome to journey through these questions and 
explore, share, or discuss your reflections in any

way that works for you, too.

If you would like to post online, please use 
#HopeIsPrecious or tag me @nicholasbw

as I’d love to read your thoughts.

This is a record of a project that took place online 
throughout November 2020 during the research

and development phase of Incubation.

Each question was shared daily
and responses were invited. 



This is an invitation to pause and reflect
on your sense of hope.

This is a moment for you to imagine
your hope as a precious object.

Let’s begin.

Some advice from participants includes…

Try to feel for reflections in your
body rather than your mind.

Trust your gut.

Keep yourself open to however your
hope-object appears: change is natural.



Where might your friends or 
family keep their hope-object?

Imagine your hope
is a precious object… 



Where might be the very best 
place to keep a hope-object?

What condition is your
hope-object in?



How do you maintain
your hope-object?

What does your hope-object
need to be fully restored?



What does your
hope-object look like?

(You can draw it if easier.)

Who would keep your
hope-object safest?



What would happen if you lost 
your hope-object?

Where could lost
hope-objects end up?



What can break
hope-objects?

What happened when you
last trusted someone with

your hope-object?



What song do you hear when you 
think of a broken hope-object?

What happens to a hope-object 
when its keeper dies?



What sound does a hope-object 
make when it breaks? 

How might a broken
hope-object be salvaged?



What song do you hear when
you think of a renewed

hope-object?

How might an indestructible 
hope-object change

your plans?



Who made your
hope-object?

How would you teach someone
to make a hope-object?



What might a hope-object for 
your community look like?

How do you feel when other 
people see your hope-object?



Who might have great
suggestions on how to look

after hope-objects?

How has your
hope-object changed

over time?



If there could be a special day
for hope-objects, what might 

happen on that day?

What qualities do you dream
your hope-object could have

in the future?



What can you do today to 
celebrate your hope-object?

What made your hope-object
look and feel the best it ever has?



What questions would you
ask about hope-objects?

How does it feel to talk
about hope-objects?



What do you hope for? I hope you enjoyed your journey
through the reflection.



Perhaps you’d like to make a hope-object?
Perhaps you’d like to revisit an object you

already have that inspires hope?
Perhaps you’d like to ask me a question?

You are very welcome to get in touch,
I’d love to hear from you.
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